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AQUA SMASH
SYSTEM
Interactive gaming
Play the game while sliding !! Games and Competition is what
interests the youth, be better and faster than your friends ….
and share your winning moment ….
The Aqua Smash game contains 8 or 16 touch touch points
that change colour , while sliding down you can touch the lighting. The colour in combination with your speed determains
the number of points ….
At the start of the slide a push button will activate the game.
The Aqua Smash touch points can be devided approx 2 - 4
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Your score will be displayed on a Led display ( SlideChamp ),
optional a TV screen suited for wet locations, can be chosen.

Options:
In the center of the game 2 speakers can be put on top of the
tell you that you have scored.
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slide (optional : sound module), if you score points, sounds will

Effects
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Facts:

SLIDE CHAMP

Options

Sounds can be changed by, optional, online content management. Every Touch Point will give specific sound which is
connected to the chosen theme.
PhotoShoot can be added to the AquaSmash game, your

SOUND MODULE NORMAL

action Photo take at the end of the ride, showing your speed
and points !!

PHOTOSHOOT
SOCIAL MEDIA PACKAGE

Or even connection to social media in the Photo to e-mail
Package, Slide Champ or PhotoShoot. All possibilities are combined in the Aqua Smash Experience.

www.islide.eu
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Stop Sensor

Cabinet sizes ( the dimensions are not final and can be adjust where necessary )
K1 = 835mm x 635mm x 300mm - 750 Watts
K2 = 400mm x 600mm x 130mm - 500Watts
K3 = 400mm x 600mm x 130mm - 500Watts

Cable Specifications

www.islide.eu

